
 

  

GSX Monitor & Analyzer 
With SCOM 

 
GSX Monitor & Analyzer is the most widely used 

monitoring and reporting solution for collaboration, 

messaging and mobile environments. It safeguards the 

operation of over 5 million email accounts worldwide. 

Providing extensive capabilities to anticipate problems 

before they impact users, GSX Monitor & Analyzer works 

with SCOM to build a complete solution that monitors and 

reports on the High Availability of the key components in 

your collaborative and messaging environments. 

BENEFITS 

● Get a comprehensive view of 
the performance and availability of 
your environment 

● Measure, collect, alert and 
report on the High Availability KPIs 

● Anticipate potential issue 
before it impacts the line of business 

Agentless, user friendly and with extensive reporting capabilities, GSX Monitor & Analyzer helps you 

leverage your SCOM investment. Without installing anything on your collaboration servers, GSX 

measures, collects, alerts and sends report on the key critical points of your Microsoft Exchange, 

SharePoint, BlackBerry and Lotus environments. 

With the subject matter expertise inside GSX Monitor & Analyzer, you get a deeper view of what is 

happening and integrate the information to SCOM before the problem impacts the end user. 

GSX Monitor & Analyzer is the “expert” administrators need to simply and efficiently get the most 

from SCOM, enabling proactivity, real High Availability monitoring and automatic reporting on your 

collaborative environment. 



 

GSX leverages your SCOM investment 

GSX Monitor & Analyzer works with SCOM to give 
Microsoft Exchange, SharePoint, BlackBerry administrators 
a way to be alerted that a problem will soon impact the 
end-users. As a single agentless management pack for the 
entire collaborative environment, GSX Monitor & Analyzer 
watches response time and latency. It allows SCOM 
administrators to get a comprehensive view of 
performance without any scripts to develop and maintain. 

GSX Monitor & Analyzer helps you to act more proactively 
on potential problems, thereby reducing Mean Time to 
Repair (MTR) and ensuring higher satisfaction from the 
business unit. 

An important SCOM complement 

GSX Monitor & Analyzer is the only tool that focuses on 
High Availability and resilience of your collaborative 
environment. Looking at the Exchange DAG and CAS Array 
as a real entity, GSX Monitor & Analyzer measures, 
collects, alerts and reports on the High Availability KPIs to 
facilitate performance and capacity management. 

Moreover, GSX Monitor & Analyzer allows real 
management of the mailbox databases for your Exchange 
environment, providing easy and automatic reports. 

SharePoint is tested as a user with end to end scenarios, 
BlackBerry becomes easy to monitor and to manage for any 
administrator thanks to the knowledge we put in GSX 
Monitor & Analyzer. 
 
 
 

Don’t spend anymore time struggling with 
reporting 

SCOM is one of the best tools to monitor your entire 
environment but when it comes to reporting, everybody 
knows that you need serious skills in SQL reporting to get 
useful reports from the huge amount of data available. 

GSX Monitor & Analyzer focuses on the data administrators 
really need to manage their environment, providing out-of-
the-box performance and capacity reports. Number of 
mailboxes, size, the availability of the mailbox and mailbox 
databases across the DAG, true end user performance on 
SharePoint and BlackBerry through real time scenarios, 
High Availability and SLAs reporting are part of the unique 
GSX reporting solution GSX Analyzer. 

Let the collaboration “expert” do the 
work for you 

With more than 15 years in the monitoring and reporting 
space and more than 600 customers worldwide, GSX 
Solutions encompasses a lot of knowledge and experience 
in its products to deliver a simple and user friendly solution 
that helps both SCOM and the Administrator. 

Let GSX Monitor & Analyzer works and alerts you when 
issues might occur and you stay two steps ahead. 
 
 

 


